Students in illustration courses develop a portfolio of work demonstrating personal style and understanding of technical and conceptual skills necessary to compete in the job market. They focus on exploration of traditional and digital media, critical thinking skills such as the ability to communicate effectively in a professional environment, and the ability to generate ideas and perform necessary research and open-minded discussion.
TRATION
JEREMY TAMBURELLO

Terribly Too Late
38.5" x 29.5"
Digital illustration
Surprised Mermaid
9" x 12"
Digital illustration
OLIVIA CALLICOAT

Unholy
14.5 x 19.5"
Mixed media
RAY URENA

Taor

9.5" x 13"
Digital illustration
Super Utensils League

For the fight against Hunger!

Adrian Librojo
Super Utensils League
12" x 13"
Digital illustration
SHAUN HAUGHEY
Rumpelstiltskin
18" x 24"
Pen and ink on paper
MADELINE GIUNTA

Sassy Giraffe
5" x 11"
Digital illustration
ALYSSA WILECZEK
Death of a Sinner
16" x 21.5"
Colored pencil on paper
BRIANNA BRENnan

Fireflies
11" x 17"
Digital illustration